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Actually, I have only seen him work once in the Chang Dong studio. He faced the

model and simultaneously worked on photograph and video of the model forming the

outline of the model. This was a short process, approximately 10 minutes. During this

time he finished his sketch of a portrait. However, he is not known as a portrait

painter. Like the poet Ko Eun who wrote [Ten Thousand People], he seemed determined

to portray peoples around him, and even displayed these works in an exhibition. He is

already nearing middle age. But his attitude - recalling his humorous ways - is still

young and pure. His genuineness reveals frankness that shows his desires. He does not

hide what he wants. It's comfortable to meet him, because he has no pretense. Of

course his work shows this disposition... In addition he expresses his intention with

clarity in concise way. His sense of right and wrong becomes soon obvious. Enough of

this idle talk; here is a brief introduction of his works.

Truth - Fiction - Ideal

First, I want to expose the groundlessness of idea of 'Realism' now. Whether it's

concrete or abstract, art is a projection of some sort of shadow (perhaps image) from

the truth. As image is transcribed into formative art medium, and when this reflected

fact is manipulated and reconstructed within the intention of individual artist, fact of

reality is transformed into internal artistic truth. At the end of this process, we see pure

fiction. In essence, art transforms fact into fiction. But from this fiction art provides

many contents audience can draw from. This theory has been generally known for a

very long time. Already in Leonardo Da Vinci's "Della Pittura" the analytical capacity of

painting stands out. According to him, painting is different from other genre of art in

that it arrives to completion of impression through more specific and complex thinking

process. Through this humanistic approach, Da Vinci claims superiority of painting.

However, this may contradict the mirror like mimesis mentioned in the same book.

Reality is more experiential than associative process and closer to sensibility. Whether

realism is the end result or the precedence of this analytical process is still an unsolved

problem for me.

Lee, Kwang Ho's realistic expressivity is beyond the dimension of rational perception. His

idea of realism-if it can be called realism - act as manifestation of cogitation and

indication or perhaps symptom. This can be looked upon as an extension of Da Vinci's

analogical inference. To explain simply, Lee's super realistic expression has no purpose in

itself. Rather he expresses another intention in the midst of realistic reconstruction. This



is close to ideological idea. But do not fear. It is not to say this philosophical concept

is just like a discourse in metaphysical philosophy. Foremost, Lee's paintings approach

us with realism. Sometimes this realism is cleverly manipulated. This is why occasionally

his paintings of people and objects seem very similar to photographs. However, he

does not mechanically transcribes the object. In his tracing process he refines his

thoughts into language and imports it into a shape. At this moment, realism transforms

into symbols and allegory. It accompanies a kind of 'metamorphosis.' This transformed

shape performs the role of foresight or prolepsis.

About shape and possibility of language substitution

Shape=Language connection has continued to be of an interest from the past since the

discovery art's capacity as a language. Ancient scholars of arts from A. Warburg to E.

Panofsky, have revealed this systematic capacity of arts, hence, provided devices to call

forth hidden stories within work of arts. This academic achievement is called iconology.

Iconology, which takes precedence over analytical interpretation of art that is widely

being talked about in today's art circle, shows its broad spectrum by occasional

application in contemporary arts. But more than anything else, this method is suitable

for interpreting arts that precedes Renaissance. Excellent analyses of paintings of late

Middle Age and early Renaissance by applying iconology still strike us with admiration.

For example, simply reading religious paintings of Fra Angelico, aesthetically lead to

partial understanding of the arts. Of course, Angelico's paintings are superior even in

pure aesthetic sense. However, its background architecture, detailed figures, color of

Virgin Mary's robe and even small trifling articles placed inside of a house are

meaningful art language. Thus, these objects are individually interpreted and constructed

into one cohesive story; the picture can be openly read by the appreciator.

Lee's paintings, although it's not Angelico's Catholic iconic structure, are congregation of

interpretative figures. His intention is sufficiently iconographic and has the potential to

change into language. Instead of Angelico's Catholic mysticism, he uses individual

biographical mysticism. Remarkably, he incorporates allusions and symptoms from his

private life into his it. For instance, in <Dream of Conception (2003)> and

<Haircut(2001)>, he shows the circumstance of foresight of his child. The positioning of

Angelico's painting, <Annunication>, hanging on the wall of a hair salon serves as

stage for his daily life. Iconographic set up full of hidden messages of christianity is

now everyday prayer for artist's cherished desire for happiness of his family. In other

words, artist's experiential depiction of life is created by christian ceremonial

iconographic figures. But as mentioned before, he is not hard to interprete and this is

his kindness. Although the structure of his paintings may seem pedantry, actual

paintings reveal stories of everyday affairs that can happen to anyone. Mysticism is not

found only in symbolic figures but in our daily lives.



Iconographic elements or symbols found in everyday life.

Symbols cited (or borrowed) in Lee's paintings make us focus on individual existence

and social events weaved by this existence. But he devotes himself to show symbolized

traces of these events rather than the truth. Therefore, Lee's iconographic elements are

not conventional. These things are realized and brought to his art by his consciousness

and are finally constituted into their own language within the works of art. In 2007

Kukje Gallery Exhibition, he displayed portraits along with personal belongings of these

individuals separately. T-shirts, watch, keys, rosary with cross, and etc that were once

possessed by these people which represents the history of each individuals, were

displayed on the wall. Furthermore, the artist paints symbolic object that could act as a

catalyst to deliver sensual experience or impression of the individual. But this is not

only related in linguistic meaning or in subordinate relationship. In other words, he

paints objects used to substitute and symbolize the individual with the same amount of

care and effort as the portrait itself. Not only are these objects symbolically related <at

least in his view> but as symbols of sensibility are equivalent to portraits. The objects

were brought to the artist's mind while he was painting the portrait, in fact, the

demand or will of the individual is a separate issue. And the artist draws his desires for

these individuals into the objects he chose for himself of them. It would not be an

exaggeration to suggest that each countless stroke is as if he is caressing the object.

But more than anything else, the eyes that gazed the image of the object which shows

the artists desire in his painting.

Inter-View

Artist Lee, Kwan Ho continuously suggest the problem of visual perception of the

object. This problem appears in various ways from perceptive to authoritative seeing. To

see or be seen, visual relationship is not only relevant in art but as one of many kinds

of relationships we create in our society. Perhaps it's prerequisite condition for all kinds

of relationships that accompany pretense. Group is formed when we become

acquainted or share relationship; this group becomes a society. But here, visual

perception always creates attraction. More than anything else, gazing or seeing is a

substitute phenomenon that indicate desire. Just imagine. Stares form various men at

beautiful women can reach the level of violence. This is not the kind of visual fixation

in Kant's pure artistic sense, but expression of desire in Lacan's way.

Even in this visual relationship, Lee employs iconographic analytical structure. However,

this is a not one-sided. The painting take internal and external visual structure into

consideration. The gazes from the painted figures to the appreciators have been

generally known from the Renaissance. And this is specially delivered from identification



figures. Hence, Lee's numerous individual figures in paintings serve to fix these

interactive views into a place. However, the figures in the painting probably stare at

the artist with the same expression and attitude, and their looks may be a response to

the artist's stare. This is how we see the possibility of finding reflected desires of the

artist through the gazes of individuals toward outside from the painting.

Now, my iconographic anlaysis can be collectively contributed to visual perception and

symbols. These are stimuli the artist accepted from the outside, and again become

mediums to narrate his desires toward the outside. This realistic re-enactment or

construction of mediums reveals uniqueness of Lee, Kwang Ho's art works. To sum up

his painting can, although it may sound little pedantry, be defined as Meta-Realism.


